
MONEY HEIST ROBOT 
Important: Make sure that  

https://moneyheist.eavalidity.com 

and http://copy.autotradecopy.com  

are allowed Web Request URLs in Tools > Options > Experts 

 

Recommended Brokers  

https://one.exness-track.com/a/l5kqp6wwav 

https://fbs.partners/?ibl=792545&ibp=33326428 

https://icmarkets.com/?camp=72520 

 

Cheap Fastest Windows VPS for your robot 

https://control.cloud.co.za/aff.php?aff=124 

 

EA Controls 

Hello and welcome. I'll guide you through the settings of the Expert Advisor (EA) and 
explain how each one functions. Let's begin by opening the EA properties to review 
the settings. 

 

First off, the email field is essential as it's used to validate your license. Moving on 
from the email, the other settings might not seem as crucial until we get to the 
maximum slippage. Maximum slippage represents the highest deviation in points 
you're willing to accept for trades, in case the instant price shifts. You can set this 
value directly in points. 

 

Next, we have the trading direction setting, which is by default set to both. This allows 
the EA to execute both buy and sell signals. If you prefer, you can adjust this to 'buy 
only' or 'sell only' to restrict trading to one type of signal. 

 

Following that, there's the allow news signal setting. If this is set to true, your EA will 
act on news trading signals sent by the master. If set to false, it will ignore any orders 
tagged as news. 

 

http://copy.autotradecopy.com/
https://one.exness-track.com/a/l5kqp6wwav
https://fbs.partners/?ibl=792545&ibp=33326428
https://icmarkets.com/?camp=72520
https://control.cloud.co.za/aff.php?aff=124


The lot size setting dictates the volume of the lot to be traded per signal, essentially 
determining the unit lot size for each order. 

 

For the 'copy TP' (Take Profit) setting, when enabled, it allows the copying of TP 
values from the master. If disabled, it won't copy these values.  If a trade has multiple 
TP levels, like TP2, TP3, and TP4, there are specific settings to determine the number 
of trades opened for each TP level. You can assign the number of trades you wish to 
open for TP1, TP2, TP3, and TP4, or set it to zero if you do not want any trades 
opened for a specific TP. 

 

We also have a setting that sets total number of orders to be opened if there is only 
one TP. This is essential for scalp or news trades, if a trade is sent and has only one 
TP then it will open these number of trades. Additionally, you can limit the number of 
active trades per TP level. This feature checks if the current trades haven't exceeded 
the maximum allowed for that TP before opening new ones, helping to prevent 
overleveraging your account. 

 

The copy SL or Stop Loss setting decides whether to copy SL values. If set to not 
copy, trades will open without a stop loss. The stop loss offset adjusts your stop loss 
value by a percentage. For instance, a setting of 100 copies the stop loss exactly as 
provided, 200 doubles it, and 80 adjusts it to 80% of the master's value. 

 

You can activate break even function and trailing stop if required. 

 

Symbol mapping is crucial for aligning the instruments from the master to those 
available on your broker's platform, due to different naming conventions. For example, 
if the master trades NASDAQ and your broker lists it as nas100, you'll need to map 
NASDAQ to nas100 in the client settings. This ensures your EA trades the correct 
instrument under your broker's naming system. 

Change the Client list of instruments to the one your broker uses. By default we have: 
US30,NASDAQ,GER30. If your broker calls U30 as DJ30 and NASDAQ as US100 and 
GER30 as DE30, the change the list to DJ30,US100,GER30. 

 

Lastly, the time restriction setting, if enabled, defines the specific time window in 
which the EA can execute trades. Signals received outside this timeframe will not be 
copied, allowing you to focus on trading during preferred sessions and avoid others. 

 

Thank you once again for choosing Auto Trade Copy. We're excited to support you on 
your journey to greater success. 



 

For more information contact: 
 
vestorfinance@gmail.com 
+27 73 271 6360 
 


